Know Your Coronary Artery Calcium Score!
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Every minute of every day someone has a heart attack and yet
more than half can be prevented by a simple and easy test.
BECAUSE EVERY HEART MATTERS

N

3 years ago Victoria founded No More Broken Hearts to
raise awareness about the importance of Coronary Artery
Calcium Scoring (CACS) to prevent heart attacks, especially
in asymptomatic individuals. Numerous articles about
this unique nonprofit organization have been published
and Victoria is a frequent guest speaker for several local
and national organizations, and has been featured on local
bay area radio programs as well.
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•

Think you aren’t at risk for a heart attack; think again.
Heart disease impacts the most unusual suspects.

•

A young widow’s personal crusade to prevent heart
attacks.

•

What you really need to know to prevent a heart attack –
no matter how healthy you think you are.

•

Lessons I learned from the tragic and sudden loss of
my spouse.

•

More women die of heart disease then breast cancer.
CACS is the Mammogram of the Heart. Mammograms
save lives!

•
•

Test — not guess — your heart health.

•

Coronary Artery Calcium Scoring saves lives. Heart
disease is identifiable, measurable and manageable.

•

Heart attacks can be prevented – what the health industry
is not telling you.

California non-profit advocates for early screening for
heart disease to prevent heart attacks.

•

The Widowmaker documentary uncovers the 30 year
battle of money, medicine and lives lost.

•

Your heart is what matters most; it should be at the top
of the list for early detection for disease.

My life took an unexpected tragic turn
3 years ago when my husband died
suddenly of a heart attack at the age of 46.
He led a very active lifestyle and certainly
did not fit the profile of someone who was
at risk for a heart attack but he had heart
disease that went completely undetected.
To cope with his death, I immersed myself
in learning all I could about heart disease,
early detection and who really is at risk.
“Ms. Dupuy is not only passionate about teaching
others the lessons she learned so tragically, but she is
educated, poised, eloquent and effective. She is very
knowledgeable on the topic of early heart disease
detection and can present to medical and public
crowds with confidence and accuracy. She has the
support of many prominent physicians and experts
in the field of cardiac imaging and detection.”
— Joel Kahn, MD, FACC
Clinical Professor of Medicine/Cardiology
Wayne State University School of Medicine
Author, The Whole Heart Solution
Author, Dead Execs Don’t Get Bonuses
Host, National PBS special The Whole Heart Solution
drjoelkahn.com

Victoria Dupuy
(408) 981-1744 • vdupuy@sbcglobal.net
Articles and videos on CAC Scoring at
nomorebrokenhearts.info/resources
Availability: Nationwide, Skype
and via telephone

